The effect of response set size on performance on a detection task was evaluated using both fuzzy and traditional signal detection theory. Fuzzy categories of stimuli were created using morphing software to blend profile images of American (M1A1) and Iraqi (T55) tanks to different degrees. These combinations were used to create static images varying from 100% T55 to 0% T55 (100% MIA1). Participants were asked to indicate the degree to which each image did not resemble an American tank. Consistent with previous research, results indicated that the FSDT model conforms to the normality assumption of traditional SDT. In addition, forcing observers to make binary decisions impaired performance relative to multi-category response sets in the FSDT analysis but not the traditional analysis. However, there were more model convergence failures in the FSDT analysis relative to the traditional analysis, mostly associated with conditions in which there were 100 response categories.
INTRODUCTION
Combat identification refers to the means by which military units distinguish friend from foe during operation. Accuracy in combat identification improves military effectiveness in two ways. First, it enhances the ability to successfully engage the enemy, but just as important it minimizes the risk of fratricide, which is the accidental destruction of friendly and or allied forces. Fratricide is a ubiquitous risk in warfare, accounting for up to 10 to 15% of friendly causalities during operations. In land-land operations some estimates have suggested figures closer to 40% (Bourn, 2002) . In the first Persian Gulf conflict in Iraq, for example American forces accidentally destroyed nearly 80% (27 of 35) of the U.S. M1 Abrams and Bradley Fighting Vehicles lost in combat (Briggs & Goldberg, 1995) . The process of attaining an accurate characterization for detected objects in combat environments with high confidence is a very difficult one, requiring timely application of tactical options.
Signal Detection Theory (SDT) is an extremely useful and powerful analytical tool for evaluating human and machine performance in situations which require detection and/or discrimination. However, traditional SDT artificially forces events into crisp, mutually exclusive categories (e.g., either black or white, you are either with us or against us), which may not be accurate representations of the true states of the world. In many instances events possess properties of both signal and non-signal, at least to some varying degree. Indeed, it is such blending that leads to uncertainty in decision making in many operational settings. Parasuraman, Masalonis, and Hancock (2000; see also Hancock, Masalonis, & Parasuraman, 2000) have addressed this uncertainty by combining elements of SDT with those of Fuzzy Set Theory, in which category membership is not considered mutually exclusive and stimuli and responses to them can therefore be simultaneously assigned to more than one category. Thus, in Fuzzy SDT (FSDT) a given stimulus may be categorized as both a correct detection and a false alarm depending on the relative degrees of signal-like versus non-signal-like properties. Formally, in FSDT a stimulus dimension, s, and a response dimension, r, are defined from 0 to 1, with 0 representing full membership in the category 'non-signal' (or 'no' response) and 1 representing full membership in the category 'signal' (or 'yes' response). For instance, a value of s=.5 indicates that the stimulus possesses characteristics of signal and non-signal to equal degrees, and r=.5 indicates maximal uncertainty in responding (e.g., "not sure"). Each dimension is related to real world stimulus and response properties via a mapping function; the key to successful application of FSDT. For instance, a fuzzy signal of s=.5, a point of maximal uncertainty along the fuzzy dimension, must be defined by a particular characteristic or set of characteristics of the real-world variable (e.g., the percentage of a morphed image that is derived from a T55 Iraqi tank; for more detail on mapping functions, see Parasuraman et al., 2000) .
Initial investigation comparing FSDT and standard SDT indicated that FSDT analysis generally reduces the false alarm rate and inflates the hit rate (Masalonis & Parasuraman, 2003; Murphy, Szalma, & Hancock, 2004) . In addition, there is evidence that FSDT meets the Gaussian assumptions of traditional SDT and that fuzzy ROC functions are of the same general form as traditional or crisp ROCs (Murphy et al., 2004) . The current study was designed to determine if these ROC results extend to more complex stimuli that simulate real-world objects, and to examine the effect of response set size on fuzzy ROCs. Thus, a 5-category condition was compared to a 100 category condition and a binary response set. Although the latter is not truly a fuzzy response, Parasuraman et al. (2000) noted that there is no constraint that both the s and r dimensions be fuzzy. Indeed, examination of binary response to fuzzy stimuli is critical for evaluating performance for domains in which discrete yes/no decisions are required.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Three levels of response bias instruction set (conservative, unbiased, and lenient) were factorially combined with three response sets (2, 5, or 100 categories) to yield 9 experimental conditions. Response bias was manipulated using a point system as a payoff matrix (see Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) . All participants experienced all conditions. The order of conditions was counterbalanced separately for each factor across participants, with the constraint that in any given session observers experienced only one bias condition. This was done to avoid problems associated with shifting criteria within a session. Prior to these experimental conditions participants engaged in a practice session in which they experienced each response set without bias instructions. Six students from the University of Central Florida (3 men and 3 women) participated in this study for monetary compensation.
The stimuli for this experiment consisted of profile images of an M1A1 (US) tank and a T55 (Iraqi) tank. These images were combined using morphing software, so that as the two images are blended, they assume characteristics of both tanks. Thirty blended images were selected for presentation, ranging from 38% T55 to 60% T55. The selection of this range was based on work in which the psychophysical function of these stimuli was assessed using the method of limits (Oron-Gilad, Morgan & Hancock, under revision). Images beyond 60% T55 were almost always labeled as 'Iraqi' and images below 38% were almost always labeled 'American.' Examples of the two extremes and a morphing of 50% are shown in Figure 1 .
In each condition observers were presented with 480 static images, with each of the 30 images presented 16 times. On each trial observers were asked to indicate the degree to which the image appeared to be an Iraqi tank. 
RESULTS
Current algorithms for estimation of ROC curves require provision of frequencies of response. However, these programs do not permit application of fractional frequencies such as those associated with an FSDT analysis. Due to this constraint ROC functions were estimated by rounding the frequencies to the nearest whole number and entering them into FitRoc: Parameter Estimation for Gaussian Signal Detection Model (Wickens, 2002), version 2.1 program which provides (1) a test of how well an ROC curve fits the Gaussian model (χ 2 ), (2) an estimate of perceptual sensitivity (A z ), and (3) an estimate of response bias (β log ). Additionally, the intercept and slope for the z-score form of the ROC are estimated by the program (z H = a + b z F ). Note that methods for determining SDT parameters are the same for both fuzzy and traditional analyses. The two models differ in how hit and false alarm rates are calculated. The formulas for calculating FSDT measures were obtained from Parasuraman et al. (2000) , and the method for computing crisp hit and false alarm rates followed procedures outlined by MacMillan and Creelman (2005) . For the latter analysis the stimulus and response dimensions were collapsed into two categories in order to facilitate direct comparison of the traditional and fuzzy SDT models. We also compared response set conditions using a z test as described in Wickens (2002) . Tables 1 and 2 report goodness of fit, intercept (i.e., 'a'), slope (i.e., 'b'), and perceptual sensitivity estimates for the fuzzy and traditional SDT methods, respectively.
Fuzzy SDT Analysis
Binary Response Set. Without exception, the data for every observer met the Gaussian equal variance assumptions of SDT.
5 Category Response Set. The equal variance Gaussian model fit for observers 2, 3, and 6. The unequal variance model fit for observer 5. Neither model fit for observers 1 and 4 (see Table 1 ). Interestingly, observer 1 only used the two extreme responses (1 and 5) for the lenient and conservative conditions. Although observer 5 did use other categories, the distribution of responses was bimodal, with the majority of responses at the extremes. Thus, the failure of the data of these two individuals to meet the equal variance assumption may be in part due to response strategy.
100 Category Response Set. The data of two observers, 2 and 3, met the equal variance assumption. The unequal variance model fit the data of observer 6. However, the unequal variance model produced an extremely steep slope, a 50% 60% 38% very unusual outcome, given that slopes generally vary from .5 to 2 (Swets, 1996) . Neither model fit for observers 1, 4, and 5. However, observers 1 and 5, primarily used extreme categories in responding, as in the 5-category response condition.
Comparison of Response Sets: Fuzzy SDT Analysis
2 category vs. 5 category response. For those observers whose data fit the Gaussian SDT model, the ROCs were compared for these two conditions. In the case of observer 5, whose data met the unequal variance assumption, the unequal variance model for the 2 category condition was used for comparison. In each case the ROCs for the two conditions were significantly different, with the 5-category response set producing the higher sensitivity. Thus, constraining response sets impairs detection performance.
2 category vs. 100 category response. For the three observers for whom comparisons could be made, in each case the ROCs were significantly different, with the 100 category response set yielding higher sensitivity.
5 category vs. 100 category response. For the three observers for whom comparisons could be made, a significant difference in ROCs was observed for observer 2, with the 100 category condition yielding the higher sensitivity. In the other two cases, the two conditions did not differ in sensitivity. Indeed, for observer 3 the points were clustered close together in ROC space.
In sum, binary response sets seem to constrain performance as evaluated by FSDT. The number of multiple categories (5 vs. 100) exerts a weaker effect, showing differences for only one person. For that individual, providing more response categories improves detection, presumably because it allows a more precise linkage of response to the degree of signalness observed. However, three observes chose the response strategy of using primarily extreme categories and therefore did not utilize the full range of possible responses. 
Traditional (Crisp) SDT Analysis
Arguably the most direct comparison of a traditional SDT model to the FSDT analysis described above is to reduce the number of stimulus and response categories to two. Thus, an analysis was computed in which a response of 3 or lower was categorized as a 'no,' and a similar analysis in which a response of 3 or higher was considered a 'yes.' These analyses differ only in whether the middle category is categorized as 'yes' or 'no.'
Binary Response Set. The Gaussian assumption was met for the data of each participant, and with the exception of participant 6, the equal variance assumption also held.
5-Category Response Set: Middle category as 'yes.'
The Gaussian equal variance model fit for observers 1, 2, 4, and 5. The unequal variance model fit for observer 3, and neither model fit for observer 6.
5-Category Response Set: Middle category as 'no.'
The Gaussian equal variance model fit for all participants except observer 6, for whom the unequal variance model fit.
100-Category Response Set. The Gaussian equal variance model fit for observers 1 and 4, and the unequal variance model fit for observers 2, 3, and 6. Neither model fit for observer 5.
Comparison of Response Sets: Traditional SDT Analysis
Pairwise comparisons of response set conditions were computed using the z test described in Wickens (2002) . Comparisons were made only when the Gaussian model fit for each condition.
category vs. 5 category (middle category as 'yes').
Comparisons were possible for all observers except number 6. Results were mixed. For observers 1 and 3 there were no significant differences between these conditions. For observer 2 the binary response set yielded significantly greater sensitivity than the 5 category set. However, the opposite was true for observer 4 (see Table 2 ).
category vs. 5 category (middle category as 'no).
Results for this comparison were the same as those observed when the middle response category was categorized as 'yes,' with the exception that in this case the binary response set produced higher sensitivity than the 5-category set for observer 3 as well as for observer 2. Comparison for observer 6 indicated no significant differences between conditions. 2 category vs. 100 category response. Comparisons of these conditions resulted in only one significant difference. The sensitivity of observer 1 was significantly greater in the 100 category condition relative to the binary response set.
5 category vs. 100 category response. Regardless of whether the middle response category was coded as a 'yes' or a 'no,' z tests revealed that for observers 1 and 2 the 100 category conditions produced significantly higher sensitivities relative to the 5 category condition. Comparisons for the other participants indicated no significant differences between these conditions.
DISCUSSION
The fuzzy analysis yielded similar results for the 5-and 100-category response set conditions. In the crisp analysis a similar pattern was observed with the exception of two participants, for whom the larger response set was related to higher sensitivities. However, there were differences between multiple category response and binary response set conditions for both analyses. In the fuzzy analysis performance was degraded by forcing a binary response. By contrast, results were mixed in the crisp analysis, with multi category response sets producing greater sensitivities in some cases and the binary response set producing superior performance in other cases.
In a traditional analysis a response is a correct detection, correct rejection, or an error of omission or commission, while in an FSDT analysis observers are awarded a degree of correctness in responding. Permitting multiple response categories and submitting the data to FSDT analysis capture these aspects of performance. That is, partial hits in fuzzy SDT are categorized as full hits or full misses in the crisp analysis, and partial false alarms are categorized in the traditional SDT analyses as full false alarms or correct rejections. The forced assignment of stimuli and responses to crisp categories may account for the inconsistencies in comparisons between conditions. It may be that the loss of information that results from such procedures biases the results in one direction or the other depending on how the participant's responses are distributed. Recall that a few participants used only extreme response categories in the multiple response set conditions. The outcome of a crisp analysis may therefore be expected to depend in part on the response pattern of the individual regardless of that person's perceptual sensitivity.
A central question for fuzzy SDT is whether the assumptions of traditional SDT hold for this new model. The current study confirms prior findings that, in general, the assumption of normally distributed noise and signal plus noise distribution holds (see Tables 1 and 2 ), and that these results extend to tasks in which the stimuli are complex visual images.
Future investigations will examine the effect of different distributions of stimuli (e.g., more signal-like than non-signallike stimuli are presented), analogous to manipulations of signal rate in traditional SDT. In addition, future experiments will manipulate instructions regarding the definition of 'signal' and 'non-signal' to determine their effect not only on sensitivity but also on criterion setting. Recent evidence indicates that the fuzzy nature of the stimulus dimension may make stable criterion setting difficult for observers, which could account for cases in which the equal variance assumption was not met (Szalma, Parasuraman, & Hancock, in preparation) . (.05<p<.10) . '3 as yes' = middle response category coded as 'yes.' '3 as no' = middle response category coded as a 'no.'
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